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The following document summarizes the main ideas and positions of the Notebook 06
International action for an inclusive city of the Euro-Latin-American alliance of Cooperation
among Cities as a tool to strengthen and develop inclusive city models while presenting
experiences and tools to boost inclusive city models oriented towards a diverse and complex
community. 
 
The objective of this notebook is to provide tools (readings, reflections, cases and
experiences, guidelines) to work for the city we wish to build. Thus we need to consider whose
city and for who? What role do women, migrants, children and young people have in the city?
What inclusion/exclusion problems are for different population sectors? What integration
experiences exist? What city models do we want to strengthen through international action?

INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I. 
BUILDING INCLUSIVE TERRITORIES: THE RIGHT
TO THE CITY
Nowadays, cities are where most human beings live. As of
2007, over 50% of the world population lives in cities, the
projections are of 75% for 2050. Most of this urban growth
will happen in developing countries as in Latin America,
where this urbanization process will further accelerate.
 
Amid this context, two questions are vital given the potential
of cities for social, economic, environmental, political and
cultural richness and diversity:
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What will be the features of said growth in urbanization?
Meaning, what city models will be promoted? What will be
the role of local governments in defining said processes?
 
People's quality of life, wellfare and individual and collective
development possibilities, social inclusion, gender equality,
democratic participation, environmental sustainability, the
effective exercise of human rights in general depend
increasingly in the urban dimension of development.



Social exclusion from a comprehensive perspective

In the context of capitalist development and given how the
market logic has assumed its form, cities, specially in Latin
America, have grown, broadenind social, economic and space
segregation, increasing unequality, creating true and symbolic
barriers, ignoring cultural diversity, privatizing common
spaces and threatening ecologic balance, among other issues.
These processes favor the proliferation of big urban areas in
poverty, precariousness and vulnerability conditions. Thus,
nowadays cities are far from offering equal conditions and
opportunities for its inhabitants, who are mostly deprived
from satisfying their most basic needs and rights.
Social exclusion is a complex and multidimensional
phenomenon worth analyzing from a comprehensive
perspective. To understand its dynamics, it is necessary to
take into account the diverse aspects of life and the city in
which it is produced. In the following table, the main exclusion
factors in our current societies are stated along with different
operation factors related to different social inequality axis.
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1.1 Cities and social exclusion

ASPECTS FACTORS
 

TRANSVERSAL
INEQUALITY AXIS

Economic

Labor

Formative

Economic poverty
Financial difficulties
Dependence on social
welfare
Social protection defficiency

Unemployment
Sub-employment
No labor qualification or
disqualification 
Impossibility
Job precariousness

No schooling or access to
integrated mandatory
education
Analfabetism or low school
level
School failure
Early school dropout 
Language barrier

Gender

Age

Ethnic origin



Social exclusion from a comprehensive perspective
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ASPECTS FACTORS
 

TRANSVERSAL
INEQUALITY AXIS

Social and
sanitary

Housing

Without own house
Substandard housing
Precarious access to housing
Poor conditioned housing
Poor living conditions
(cluttering)
Degraded urban space with
basic deficiencies or lakings

No access to basic social-
sanitary resources
Related addictions and
diseases
Infectious diseases
Mental illness, impairment or
other dependence-causing
chronic disease 

Ethnic origin

Procedure

Source: CISDP-CGLU, IGOP,
UAB, Social inclusion and
participative democracy.
From the concept analysis
to local action. Bellaterra
2010
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ASPECTS FACTORS
TRANSVERSAL

INEQUALITY AXIS

Relations

Citizenship
and

participation

Restricted citizenship access
Right deprivation due to
criminal process
Lack of political and social
participation

Family bond deterioration
(conflicts or intra-family
violence) 
Few or weak family bonds
(single parenthood, solitude)
Few or weak social networks
Rejection or social stigma

Origin

Nationality

Source: CISDP-CGLU, IGOP,
UAB, Social inclusion and
participative democracy.
From the concept analysis
to local action. Bellaterra
2010



Multi-actor local political action can generate cohesive and
democratic societies that ensure the proper exercise of
rights. From the territory, we can understand and begin
solving most social exclusion problems because it is there,
in the neighborhoods, where these problems show all its
complexity and its multiple dimensions. 
 
Therefore, local governments hold the responsibility and
opportunity to approach them in a comprehensive and
efficient way. The core axis of policies and inclusion
processes must strive to reducing social, territorial, gender,
ethnic and other social inequality while satisfying both the
material needs as the symbolic and relation needs.
 
The inclusion concept is multidimensional, polysemic and
has been assumed by political and academic discourse from
several schools and focuses which use it with different
meanings.
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1.2 Local governments and inclusive policies
In this matter, it is worth highlighting the importance of building
and enacting an inclusion concept from local policies that:
a) does not reduce inclusion to its economic dimension
(economic inequality based on the job market access level)
b) avoid homogenizing effects that eliminate cultural and
livelihood diversity, and
c) that does not pretend to hide existing social conflict and
inequality in current societies (getting rid og the conflict and
political dimension of inclusion).
 
Forwarding comprehensive policies calls for two core elements:
strategic planning and process measurement and evaluation
mechanisms. Measuring and evaluating policies and processes is
key so that local governments can be a step ahead of problems
and create the necessary strategic plans. Building indicators that
take into account reference standards allows to perform regular
evaluations on efficiency and the efficacy of implemented
policies. 



1.3 Right to the city,  cit ies of  r ights

On the other hand, citizen participation along the different
moments of inclusion policies is a prerequisite that improves
its efficiency and performance while ensuring a better life
quality of people in vulnerable or exclusion situations as it
affirms its rights and active lead role.
 
The right to the city is a concept and a banner in which
currently plenty of social and urban organizations and
movements along with local, national and international public
organizations and world leaders build an inclusive, democratic
and sustainable territory model. The human rights perspective
to think city life generates the opportunity, as a tool and as
general framework, to comprehensively reorient a set of civil
society proposals and local public policies that aim to build
inclusive city models.
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The potential of this focus lays in its origin. The concept of
right to the city is a product of international action from urban
civil society organizations and movements. It is the best
example of international actions of different type (document
elaboration, event organization and communication
campaigns, network construction, etc.) that have allowed and
unleashed action and transformation processes over different
cities.



1.3 Right to the city,  cit ies of  r ights

Letters and international positions on the Right to the city
(and other topics) open and propose new debates. They
build, with their new proposals and objectives, new
approach lines for current problems, they establish
parameters and agreements on how to deal with given issues
and, mainly, provide a consistent look on what we
understand nowadays as citizens, functionaries and
members of States on one topic. To understand it, it is
necessary to have updated information, provide based
appreciations, promote values and rights while setting
common grounds and socialize problems that go beyond
borders and, by doing so, create fraternal actions that
together have the power to achieve more.
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Five strategic questions to boost the right to the city
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How to get citizens involved?
Promoting a full exercise of citizenship. The relation between
human rights and the city is complementary. The right to the city
means thinking about the city as a socially built space to enact
human rights.

What strategies promote the right to the city?
A strategy is to make a democratic production of the city. The
norms and guidelines produced by local governments are tools
that impact the type of city built. Norms are not innocuous, they
have determinant social effects as they promote an inclusive city
or not.

What type of city do we want?
Fostering the democratic use and enjoyment of the city leads to
building an open, citizen accessible city. Transportation is the most
inclusive service in a city, it crosses and unites the furthest points
of a territory, it connects.

So is decentralization in management unities that make
government actions and services closer, the implementation of
policies and the diagnosis of community territory needs.

How to promote a sustainable management for and within the
city?
Rethink the social and ecologic function of property, acknowledge
the universal right to property (individual or collective) as long as
there is no collective interest prejudice, and it does not generate
social or environmental costs.

How to achieve management related to third parties?
Generate a democratic city management with strong citizen
participation. Territory management is always in a shared power
context. This supposes there are conflicts between contradictory
interests with whom we need to manage.
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My city promotes government management democratization spaces.
It understands the right to the city as one of the government plan
guidelines.
It subscribes international letters or agreements related to the right
to the city.
It has implemented inclusion policies that conceive the city as a
platform for human right materialization.
It participates in international events related to the right to the city
It creates summits, journeys or events of different sizes to promote
a democratic city management.
It knows and is related to actors (local, national and international)
that work for the right to the city.
It foresees increasing public spaces in its strategic plan for the
enjoyment, entertainment and cultural development of population.
It owns a record of inclusion issues of the city and generates
programs to approach said cases.
It follows up the implementation of inclusion policies to validate
the planned objectives are met.

Check-list:
Thinking about the inclusive city
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A city of rights is an inclusive city. Cities based in fostering the
effective exercise of human rights.

Solidary and polycentric cities and metropolis

Democratic city management: effective participation and
construction of an active citizenship.

Active presence of a right guarantor State able to articulate with
civil society. Comprehensive inclusion policies with a territorial
approach.

Diverse city against discrimination, city "of" and "for" all
subjects.

IN A NUTSHELL:

1. Right to the city

4. Territory polycentrality, mobility and
diversity 

2. Radicalize democracy

5. Transform the State and
strengthen governance

3. Respect to diversity and guaranteeing
equal treatment
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Plenty of the cities we live in go through similar processes or
we can identify similar problems. Taking into account the
uniqueness of each city and the need to address their
individual peculiarities and features, experience exchange for
learning is still the main engine of international action to
promote inclusive city models.

CHAPTER II. 
 
CITY INCLUSION EXPERIENCES
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We have seen that city exclusion has several manifestations.
Mostly, space segregation of population and public space
privatization. Fighting space segregation is necessary through
actions such as: a) comprehensively rehabilitate neighborhoods;
b) provide less favored urban areas with quality public spaces
and equipment; c) promote a diversified use of land; d) favor
social mixture for housing, so people with different origins and
socioeconomic levels can converge in the same territory; e)
eliminate architectural barriers that may isolate certain
neighborhoods and f) taking into account gender variation in
the urban configuration.[1]
 
[1] CISDP, CGLU, IGOP, DAB, For a world of inclusive cities,
Barcelona, 2008.
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2.1  Social and territorial inclusion

1. International cooperation for an inclusive public transport.
Medellin Metro Cable
 
 
2. Social and urban revitalization of degraded areas "Habitar
Goes”. Montevideo, Uruguay
 
 

Experiences linked to youth inclussion processes lead or
supported by international actions:

In the stated cases, three axis approach experiences: 
-the importance of public policies
-the right to the city
-citizen participation
 
These are examples of synergy produced between diverse forms
of international actions and inclusive processes regarding
habitat, urban public spacing, transportation and mobility in the
city issues.



Public policies reveal information on the socio-territorial situation
of the city.
There is an approach on social, cultural and sexual diversity as an
axis to develop said policies.
There is a consultation and research on similar experiences in other
cities.
There is collaboration with national and international partners to
create, plan, implement or evaluate these policies and its impact.
There is experience documentation and case sharing in
international events.
Citizens are summoned through innovative strategies.
There is unrestricted access to public information to generate
debates and promote informed opinions and decisions.
There is an approach to issues that are important for citizens and
for government administration.
Dialogue mechanisms are sustainable over time and actions.
They are spaces that produce content that impacts the international
strategy of its city.

Check-list:
Local policies for social-territorial inclusion
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Respect to diversity and non discrimination is one of the
most important axis of city inclusion processes. An
inclusive city is a city where a diverse set of identities
and subjects live and interact without discrimination
based on their age, sexuality, gender, ethnic origin,
cultural identity, origin, among others.
 
Experiences of policies seeking respect to diversity
created or supported by international actions:
 
1.     Right to a safe and equal city for women in Moron,
Argentina
2.     International action and sexual diversity in Mexico
City
3.     Participative budget with gender focus and
inclusion. Santa Ana Cotacachi, Ecuador
4.     Behind the threshold. Migrant integration in
Andalusia, Spain

The relevant objective of committing society as a
legitimate actor and interlocutor for transformation
processes has the lead role, the strength and the
potential of young people as a force for transformation.
All local governments wishing to create an inclusive
territory ought to support their endeavor.
 
Experiences linked to youth inclusion processes created
or supported by international actions:
 
1.     "Smequinho" program, fostering reading in children
and promotes the Charter of Educating cities. Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil;
2.      Kbildo de Wambras - Agenda of the dream of the
young, Quito, Ecuador

2.2 Respect for diversity 2.3 The strength of  the city
youth
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Cities involved in international networks become part of
a complex that allows them to transcend, act in
solidarity while generating multiple learning, growth and
opening opportunities to new links and resources.
International networks, especially those committed to
local inclusion models, express a key political dimension
to reflect on the international action of modern cities. 

CHAPTER III. 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND NETWORKS FOR
INCLUSION
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Networking with other cities defines a linking strategy,
builds a decision that bets on horizontal exchange and
articulation of information, efforts, experiences,
resources and knowledge to achieve common goals.
Therefore, it is an organization and management mode
whose features are: horizontality, adaptability,
openness, fluidity, heterogenity and diversity of
relations and identities within the network itself. On the
following pages, we will show some flaship cases of
international action and networking helping to improve
people's living conditions.



Thanks to the Gender theme Unit of the Mercocities
network (UTGM), who clustered different participating
cities around activities on the human trafficking topic,
we could see its complexity and generate actions that
can implement coordinated policies in the region.
 
Because of the Mercocities network and third party
financing, impactful international seminars were held.
These allowed to portray a heavily gender biased topic.
Even if it surpasses local responsibility, it is possible to
promote pevention, diffusion, sensitization and other
activities  to alert and have committed government
functionaries, citizens and organizations.

3.1 MERCOCITIES against human
trafficking
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With 1.2 million inhabitants and nearby the metropolitan
area of the huge Sao Paulo, Brazil, Guarulhos is a global
city. Apart from its economic features and populations, its
territory houses the busiest airport of the southern
hemisphere. In this context, as of 2005, the municipal
government created the International relations
coordination, tasked with foreign affairs of the prefect
and the municipality, thinking and acting as an
international city. 
 
Since the year 2000, Guarulhos has an active role in the
Local Authorities Forum (FAL), created in the World Social
Summit of Porto Alegre. The Forum of Peripheral Local
Authorities (FALP) was born out of this initiative. It is an
initial proposal of Guarulhos with the french city of
Nanterre to which regional peripheral cities such as
Canoas, Brazil and Moron, Argentina joined. Ever since,
FALP works mostly on metropolitan popular participation
and social inclusion.

Latin American cities have a history of social participation
and inclusion policies, mostly from Participative Budget
policies since the 1990s, they have quite some experience
in citizen participation. This is the reason these cities
have a natural calling to participate in international
forums, sharing experiences and establishing common
goals of inclusive regional and world policies.
 
To make said participation a reality, we need backing
tools of social indicators, apart from political
commitment and international participation, to establish
international common registries and objectives.

3.2 Guarulhos, Brazil and its bet for an
inclusive internationalization
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ICORN is the International cities of refuge network. Based on
Stavangen, Norway, its core objective is defending freedom of
speech of writers persecuted in their home or birth countries.
ICORN is an answer of the international community to
persecution due to ideas expression. ICORN began its operation
in 2006, in Europe and nowadays gathers over 40 cities and
regions who offer refuge to more than 100 persecuted writers.
Along with fellow networks and associations, the objective of
the network is to make a true difference in the current global
fight for freedom of speech.

Guarantee the movement of the writer up to the
receiving city;
Facilitate the writer and its family the necessary
conditions for a proper stay;
Support the writer in all necessary migration
procedures;
Favor the integration of the writer to the cultural stage
through conference, presentation, publishing and other
participation activities;
Identify a contact person to support the writer during
its stay, if necessary.

3.3 ICORN: Refuge cities for freedom of speech
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An ICORN member city is committed to :



A city of rights is an inclusive city, meaning that in which the local
government organizes citizen dialogue spaces to gather opinions,
needs and expectations of everybody. It is the only way to plan a city
model that serves people and prioritizes public policies that improve
living conditions.
 
A city of rights is that in which corresponsibility formulas are
generated with the actors of the territory and in which the future
projections are continuously built, without submission to the
circumstantial interests of the authority. An inclusive city is that in
which the government bets for "radicalizing democracy", where the
will of the citizenship impacts all priorities, all public policies and all
government actions. 
 
In an inclusive city, the youth is a priority. Local government must
diagnose and acknowledge youth participation mechanisms,
preferably linked to global platforms. To do so, a local government can
create municipal programs for international mobility and professional
linking schemes, for instance.
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Final thoughts



An inclusive city is that in which respect to diversity and
equal treatment are guaranteed; a diverse city avoids all
sorts of discrimination, it is a city of and for everybody.
Thus, the local government must generate spaces for
interchange gender and sexual diversity focused norms
and regulations as well as culture and religion, among
others.
 
Furthermore, an inclusive city is that in which physical
frontiers between rich and poor are deleted, where
common spaces are not privatized nor commercialized. A
supportive and inclusive metropolis is based on
polycentrality and public spaces is enough and available
for people to enjoy freely. International relations are a
priority for an inclusive city.
 

Then, the international action must serve to build the
territory of our dreams. The future of the planet is at
stake in cities and urban areas. Therefore,
international local government action is a means to
stimulate critical thinking and public debate against
poverty, inequality, social exclusion, as well as
sustainability and cultural diversity respect challenges.
 
The new urban millennium demands a new territorial
model that bets on a true, more sustainable, inclusive,
fair, sustainable, multicultural and gender equal
development that grants the right to the city
universally. If local government international action
fails to contribute to this model, the effort will be in
vain. International action of local governments will
only be useful if it opens opportunities to guarantee a
worthier life for the population.
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The creation of this Executive Synthesis of the Notebook for City
Internationalization Colletion was possible thanks to the financial support of the
Joint Trust of Cooperation Mexico-Uruguay, in the framework of the South-South
Cooperation Project for innovation, inclusion and internationalization of the
Governments ot Mexico City and Montevideo.
The opinions herein expressed are the sole responsibility of the authors and in no
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nor the cooperation agencies.
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